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Our beaches are eroding, sinking, washing out right under our houses, hotels, bridges; vacation

dreamlands become nightmare scenes of futile revetments, fills, groins, what have youÃ¢â‚¬â€•all

thrown up in a frantic defense against the natural system. The romantic desire to live on the

seashore is in doomed conflict with an age-old pattern of beach migration. Yet it need not be so.

Conservationist Wallace Kaufman teams up with marine geologist Orrin H. Pilkey Jr., in an

evaluation of America&#39;s beaches from coast to coast, giving sound advice on how to judge a

safe beach development from a dangerous one and how to live at the shore sensibly and safely.
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"[T]he definitive work describing the dynamics of barrier islands--and the futility of trying to stabilize

them." --Richard Hart, Independent Weekly

Our beaches are eroding, sinking, washing out right under our houses, hotels, bridges; vacation

dreamlands become nightmare scenes of futile revetments, fills, groins, what have you--all thrown

up in a frantic defense against the natural system.

Our beaches are eroding, sinking, washing out right under our houses, hotels, bridges; vacation

dreamlands become nightmare scenes of futile revetments, fills, groins, what have you--all thrown

up in a frantic defense against the natural system. The romantic desire to live on the seashore is in



doomed conflict with an age-old pattern of beach migration. Yet it need not be so.Conservationist

Wallace Kaufman teams up with marine geologist Orrin H. Pilkey Jr., in an evaluation of America's

beaches from coast to coast, giving sound advice on how to judge a safe beach development from

a dangerous one and how to live at the shore sensibly and safely. After reading this book, it never

fails to amaze me how poorly we understand the beach as part of a mechanical system, and how

our coastal development tends to do exactly the wrong thing.

This is an extremely important pioneering book about beach dynamics and the proper management

of beach shorelines. I utilized it in a recent presentation on beach renourishment in Naples Florida.

Really interesting. Now I understand why our beaches seems to disappear and reappear without

worrying it will totally vanish.

Given Hurricane Sandy and what happened along the Jersey coast, This book couldn't be more

currant. It should be required reading for any owner, planner, bureaucrat!!

Pilkey argues that barrier islands move, whether we like it or not, and that attempts to stabilize them

nearly always make things worse. A wonderful read, especially for your next beach vacation. Pilkey

is regarded as something close to the devil incarnate by coastal developers and their allies
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